
Overview of simulations for the RTX project



The following report provides an overview of the most
important analyses and simulations performed during
the RTX project.



4 POST-RIG

The 4-post analysis allowed us to determine the
optimal damping settings for our car's suspension even
before it was built.



KINEMATIC & COMPLIANCE

Kinematic & compliance analysis allowed to identify the
source of compliance in the RTX project and helped to
eliminate them at the design stage.



STEADY STATE & TRANSIENT

Thanks to analysis such as:
• skid pad
• double lane change 
• single lane change
• swept steer 
• sine steer 
• and more…
we have determined the behavior
of the car on the track in both a
dynamic and steady state. This
data was very valuable for the
later adjustment of the car during
the tests.



Rocker is used to translate
the vertical motion of the
wheel to other direction
motion of the damper and
spring. The rocker is
mounted to
monocoque/frame by
bearing (which is the axis
of rotation). Front rockers
might be different than
rear. Rockers are made
from aluminium.

FRONT ROCKER



Front and rear rocker mounts have been tilted this
season to provide a better alignment of the dampers for
aerodynamic reasons. This required a more rigid rocker
mount design, which was made possible by numerous
analyses of this part.

FRONT ROCKER MOUNT



FRONT ROCKER TOPOLOGY OPTIMISATION

Topological optimization saved
valuable grams in the
construction of our car, one of
the elements subject to
topological optimization were the
front and rear rockers.



Rear rocker is similar to front rocker.
The different is the geometry which is
the result of different forces acting on
this element. Final geometry is the
result of a lot of simulation.

REAR ROCKER



Part of the suspension system is the anti-roll bar. It includes, among
other things, blades that must provide adequate stiffness for the
proper operation of the stabilizer. Thanks to advanced analysis and
precise mesh, it has been possible to determine their rigidity
accurately and to design the entire suspension system precisely.

ANTI ROLL BAR BLADES



Hubs are the parts of wheel assembly. They are connected to the
rims. Each hub transfers forces, acting on the wheel during
driving, to the other parts of suspension system through bearings
mounted in uprights.

HUBS AND ROTORS



ROTOR TOPOLOGY OPTIMISATION

Topological optimization of the rotors has resulted in satisfactory
stiffness of these parts while maintaining low weight and
appropriate material distribution for high strength.



The suspension steering knuckle connects the wheels to the main
structure of the car, fixing the control arms, hubs, push rods, steering
rods and brakes all together. Its function requires complicated geometry,
high strength and low weight. All these parameters have been achieved
through topological optimizations and many strength analyses.

UPRIGHTS



In order to satisfy the high strength requirements
of uprights, a number of strength analyses have
been performed, including many design cases.

UPRIGHTS



UPRIGHTS CLEVISES

Suspension clevises connect the control arms
with uprights to ensure adequate stiffness of
the connection as well as the range of
movement.



Wishbone is the part which connect wheel (by upright)
and monocoque. It allows wheel to move up and down,
Wishbones are subjected to a complex stress state so we
need to do a lot of simulation having regard to all cases
of force. We decided to design carbon fiber wishbones in
this year so we need to do simulation of inserts which
are glued to carbon fiber tubes.
Below are presented the examples of simulations result.

WISHBONE INSERTS



The design of the carbon-fibre rim allowed us
to increase the stiffness of the rim itself while
significantly reducing its weight. This required
a lot of analysis and laminate optimization.

CARBON FIBRE RIM



The aerodynamic package generates a large amount of
downforce, so its mountings have to withstand heavy
loads. Designing the geometry of these mounts for high
stiffness and low weight is possible using topological
optimisation.

AERODYNAMIC PACKAGE MOUNTINGS



Our results on track
During the 2018/19 season we took part in the
following competitions:
FS Italy
FS Czech Republic
FS Germany
Among other things, we have achieved :
• 2nd place overall - FS Czech Republic
• 5th place overall - FS Italy
• 2nd place design - FS Czech Republic
• 3rd place business presentation - FS Italy
• 4th place acceleration -FS Czech Republic
• 3rd place autocross - FS Czech
• 2nd place of endurance -FS Czech Republic


